Impossibility of acridine orange intercalation in nuclear DNA of the living cell.
The ability of a "vital" dye, acridine orange (AO), to intercalate into the DNA of living cells was investigated by quantitative intensified fluorescence microscopy and digital imaging under various conditions of dye concentration, excitation light intensity, and ionic concentration. Our results demonstrate that the bulk of chromatin DNA is packed in a way that does not allow AO intercalation. At low dye concentrations and very low levels of light intensity, the only fluorescent structures observed inside the nucleus are the nucleoli. This nonpermissive state of the chromatin appears to be a characteristic feature of the nucleus in living cells. AO intercalation into DNA can be mediated by raising the nuclear Na+ concentration. This was achieved here by using a cation carrier, monensin, a procedure which permits the avoidance of cell permeabilization. Furthermore, we show that the discharge of lysosomal enzymes in the living cell, via a targeted photodynamic reaction which occurs at high levels of light intensity, can also release the constraints which impede dye intercalation into nuclear DNA. In conclusion, studies carried out under conditions where intercalative dyes such as AO are able to stain the nuclear DNA have to be interpreted with caution and do not provide direct evidence on the structural state of native chromatin. The molecular origin of the absence of AO intercalation in chromatin of the living cell is discussed with regard to the restrained uncoiling of the double helix which is required for dye intercalation.